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<ARTICLE> 
&則。回EωloomicB副主groundoftl蛇臨時Addict:
A Study of lbushahi City， Banglad白h
Md. Golam Azam. 
This paper is an attempt to disc凶 S幼eSOCIO・econom;cbackground 01145 
cases 01 addiction ;n Rajshah; C;砂~ Banguulesh. T1te main locω01 this paper 
isωdiscuss in detail the soc;o-econom;c background 01幼edrug addict， such 
ω age， sex， marital staωs， religion， education， occupat;on， income， drug 
practice and so on. •• 
INTRODUCfION 
The phenomenon of drug abuse is of ancient origin but the 
∞nsumption and the ∞nsequent problems of drugs have assumed alarming 
magnitudes and dimensions in recent past in many∞untries of the world 
including Bangladesh.τ'he problem started凶tialywith m吋 uana， cannabis， 
hashish or alcohol. And now it is heroin-the deadliest命ugengl岨ngyoung 
ger.eration of this nation in the world. This problem has brought about a great 
deal of social concem and the formidable challenges posed釦 ciologists，
medical scientists， social workers and even the Govemment has drawn a 
myriad of responsω. 
Today individual and organized efforts are being widely directed to 
the expanding problem of drug abuse in most parts of the world and 
Bangladesh as well. Because， the people irrespective of age， and sex are being 
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affected by drugs and experiencing a variety of se巾 ushealth hazards as a 
result of their psycho-physical effects and de戸ndenceon drugs. lt is加portant
to note that large number of young pωple who are productive and promising 
asset for the well-being of the nation are being victimized and fallen rapidly in 
ruination due to temble attack of life anr世illating合ugs.In fact， the existing 
situation of drug problem is gradually deteriorating the nation as a whole and 
confronting 50cial and economic development in different stages of national 
life. 
A question， however， that naturally haunts a researcher is: who are 
the addicts? This question has to be answered prior to adopting any remedial 
measures. Although like certain 50cial disease， drug dependence develops out 
of one's own life experiences of the past and present， it develops 
predominantly企omthe prωsure of ∞mplex modern 50cial life today.. An 
indi吋du叫issubject to much more per50nal and 50cial tensions as compared to 
組 ythingin the past. 
One ofthe m司jorobjectives of the study was to exan血ethe回 cio・
economic background of the addicts， this paper has concentrated to their 
5Ocio-economic background in res戸ctto age， sex， education， occupation， 
income， marital status， drug practice and 50 on. 
CONCEYf OF DRUG AND DRUG ABUSFJADDICflON 
Before embarking upon an exploration of the issue，合ug凶 eas
deviant behavior， it is must to answer the seemingly simple question，“what is a 
drug in the first place?" lt is assumed that the term “drug" refers to a set of 
substance with clearly identifiable chemical properties or biological effects. 
Drugs refer to any chemical agent which affects living protoplasm (Eddy 
Nathan， B. et al.， 1965). Generally drugs are chemical， natural or synthetic 
most commonly used to describe psychoactive substances that affect the 
central nervous system. Most drugs are usually designed to relief p心n， tension 
or to prevent or to cure disease as well as to have euphoric sensation (Price 
and Lynn， 1984). 
τ'he ∞ncept of drug abuse or addiction is ∞ncerned with the three 
terms-→olerance， physical dependence and habituation. Tolerance is a 
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physiological survival mechanism of the body in which an org制 smadopts to a 
命ugand thus becomes better able to withstand continual exposure to its toxic 
subst蹴白(阻enmuntz， 1984)・Phys凶 dependencerefers to ph戸iological
state brought about by repeated doses with resultant need for continued use to 
prevent withdrawal s戸nptoms.And habituation refers to emotional or 
physiological depende即 eproduced by a continual dependence upon the drug 
effect (such as euphoria， stimulation， relief or p血1(Bucher et al.， 1967， 
p.134). 
According to World Health organization definition: Drug addiction 
is a state of period or chronic intoxication produced by the repeated 
consumption of a drug (natural or synthetic). Its characteristics include: (1) an 
overpowe由19desire or need (compulsion) to∞ntinue taking the合ugand to 
obtain it by any means; (2) a tendency to ir聞紙 thedo制;(3) a psychic 
(psycho】ogical)and generally a physical de戸ndenceon the effects of the合ug;
(4) an effect detrimental to the泊di吋dualor to society (World Health 
Organization technical report series， 195η. Drug abuse， isoften s卯on戸nously
used to designate合ugdependence. It also refers to the non-medical use of 
合ugand making dependence on it. Literally命ugdependence means a state of 
psychological and physiological dependence on drug arising in a person 
following self-administration of that drug on a periodic or continuous basis 
(G明nn， 1980). In other words，合ugaddiction also refers to a condition of 
uncontrollable habitual craving wherein a per釦 nseeks sleep， torpor， and 
stupor resulting企omthe conception of drug. This is manifested by the desire 
and compulsion to take a命ugfollowing its periodic or continued use. 
Drug addiction， of course， ism創世festedas“a state in which a person 
has lost the power of self-control with reference to a命ug，and abus回 thedrug 
to such an extent that the person or society is harmed" (αlapman:cf.; Bucher， 
1967， p.134)・Drugaddiction， as a matter of fact， issuch condition which 
involves three elements: overpowering compulsion to take drug， development 
of a need for increased doses of合唱 overtime;and physical dependence on 
the drug (Clausen， 1970). 
It is a common belief that specific characteristics are i.防相sicto or 
dwell within the substances that are called drugs. This could be called the 
“obj舵 tivistic"de白首tionof what a drug is. For instance， a commonly cited 
definition of a合ugis，“any substance， other than food， that by its chemical or 
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physic必naturea1ters structure or function in the living org訓 sm"(Ray， 1978， 
p.94). However， a moment's reflection tels us that this definition， although 
widely used， is far too broad and al encompassing to be of much use; a cup of 
coffee would qualify，ぉwouldvitamin C， penicillin， per釦me，ammonia， beer， 
automobile exhaust fumes， even a bullet fired from a gun. 
Rather than seeking an intrinsic or an objecti吋sticdefinition of what 
a drug is， we must instead seek a subjective definition. This does not mean that 
the e圧倒sof drugs are ima仰向 oral in凶nd.What it does mean is that 
whether a substance is or is not drug depends on which of its characteristics 
are relevant to a given definition. There are many different and equally valid 
definitions of drugs. Each is created by emphasizing a different facet， aspect， 
or dimension of the substances in question. Is a1cohol a drug? Yes， ifits 
effects are ex創凶ned:it influences the workings of the mind and body. . But 
no， ifwe were to ask the man and woman泊thestreet; most p∞ple do not 
regard a1cohol as a drug. Is penicillin is a drug? Yes， inthe sense that it is 
used in medical therapy; no， inthe sense that it is not used to get high. 
Here are a few of the most important aspects or dimensions of what 
chemicals do， how they are seen or how they tend to be used， that qualify them 
for the title “drug." 
1. Medical utility: substances currently accepted and used加 conjunction
with hea1ing the body or the mind by physicians (penicillin， aspirin， 
Thor姐 ne).
2. Psychoactiv.句:substances that have direct and sign泊cantimpact on the 
processes of the mind that influences emotion， thinking， perception， feeling 
(凶0，a1cohol， and amphetamines). 
3. Recreational use: substances that are widely used to get“悩gh"(a1cohol，
marijuana， cocaine). 
4. lllegali砂:substances whose use， possession， and sale are against law for 
the genera1 public (heroin，凶D，cocaine). 
5. Public d，ψnition: substances that most people think of when they are 
asked to provides examples of what a drug is (heroin， cocaine， 
barbiturates ).
Clearly， then， some substances can be a drug according to definition， but not 
another. And equally clearly， each of these dimensions entails making a 
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judgment by an actual group of people-→he first from the medical prot4回sion;
the second and third from the people who take them or those who watch or 
study those who take them; the fourth 金omthe police， the∞urts， and 
lawmakers; and fifth企omthe general public. Activating or using one or 
another dirnension is also a judgment. What we cal a drug entails choosing 
one or another dirnension as irnportant. 
Sociologists who study de吋antbeha吋orare not generally interested 
in a drug's medical uses， and so this dimension de血由ga合ugis not relevant 
to us at this point. However， the psychoactive property of drugs is irnport叩 t;a 
合ug'sab脳tyto get the user high influences whether it will be taken 
recreationally. Ukewise， the fact that possession and sale of certain substances 
are against the law is al釦加portantto the per釦 nsof deviance， since arrest is 
one of the ways in which the de、riatoris punished or condernned. And last， the 
public's conception of what a drug is certainly influences the釦 cialand 
cultural climate of drug taking. Even though two substances may have sirnilar 
objective effects， the fact that one is publicly regarded as a drug and they will 
create category of potential deviantト→heusers of a substance widely 
regarded as a “drug." 
In short， when we speak or write of drugs， we are referring to a 
social and linguistic category of phenomena， not to a natura~ objective or 
pharmaco】ogicalcategory. In other words，“nothing is a drug but narning 
makes it so" (Barber， 1967， p.166). This does not mean that伽 ge伽 tsare 
irnaginary，μople just think that occur， that there is no such thing as objective 
or“real" drug efi巴cts.The effects are real; we just have to consider them 
irnportant enough to pay attention to. 
Pharmacologically drug is any substance that chemically alters the 
function or structure of a蜘加gorganism (Webster's Dictionary， 1990). Such a 
definition includes food， insecticides，自 pollutants，water pollutants， acids， 
vitam加s，toxic chernicals， soaps， and soft drinks. Obvious)y this definition is 
too broad to be useful. For our purposes， a definition based on context is more 
useful. In medicine， for example， a drug is any substance that is 
manufactured specially to relieve pain or to treat and prevent diseases and 
other medical conditions. 
In a social problem approach， a drug is any habit-forming 
substance that directly affects the brain and nervous system. It is a chemical 
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substance that affects mood， perceptions， bodily functions，叩dconsciousness， 
and that has the potentia1 to be rnisuse as it may be harmful to the users. Drug 
abuse is the regular or excessive use of a drug when， as defined by a group， the 
consequences endanger relationship with other people， are detrimenta1 to a 
per釦 n'shea1th or jωpardize釦 cietyitself.百usdefinition identifies two key 
factors that deterrnine a society's notion of drug abuse. The first is the actua1 
effects of a drug， and second is a group's perception of the effects. Society's 
perception of the il effects of a drug is often inconsistent with the actua1 
effects. In some societies， moderate use of alcohol is generally accepted; yet 
moderate use can cause serious accidents， and hea1th problems. Aspirin is， for 
example， one of the most widely used drug in America， extensively used to 
relieve a variety of rea1 or imagined physical and mental discornforts. Yet， 
excessive dosages of aspirin can cause ulcers， gastrointestinal bleeding and 
other aiIments. Excessive drinking of coffee (∞nt組曲gcaffeine) is a，∞epted泊
the society， but it c組組50lead to hea1th problems. In the 1930s American 
society was convinced that marijuana was a dangerous drug， asit was thought 
to cause insanity， crime， and a host of other ils. Now， available evidence 
suggests it may be no more dangerous than alcohol (Brown Bertrem S， 197η. 
The occasional use of heroin has been thought for years to be highly dangerous， 
even though available evidence indicates occasional users suffer few hea1th 
consequences and can lead productive lives (Abadinsky， H.， 1998， p.90・97)・
百ledominant socia1 reaction to a drug is int1uenced not only by the 
actua1 dangers of the合ug，but a1so by the socia1 characteristics and motives of 
the groups that use. Heroin is considered dangerous because its use has been 
popularly as釦 ciatedwith inner-city residents and high crime rates. Society is 
more accepting of the use of pils for rniddle-aged people to reduce stress and 
anxiety， but less accepting of college students using the same pils “to fel 
good" and “to get high." Surprisingly， legal drugs are more oftcn ab凶 edand 
cause more harms in the society than ilegal drugs. 
Many over-the counter drugs (avaiIable without a physician's 
prescription) are being abused. Laxatives， for example， taken for∞nstipatio民
can damage the digestive system. Large doses of vitarnins A and D are toxic. 
Prescription drugs are also企equentlyabused. Among the most abused 
prescript 
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prescriptions at a cost of over 30 bilion U.S dollars are filed each year 
(U.S.Burea of the Cens叫 1993).Many of these prescnbed drugs have the 
potent凶 to be psychologically addicting. Drug ∞mpa副首 spend in 
advertisements trying to∞n吋lCeconsumers there is釦 methingwrong with 
thenト-thatthey are too tense， that they take too long to fallωleep， that they 
should lose weight， that they are not “regular" enougtト-andthen suggest 
their medications will釦 Ivethese problems. Unfortunately， m叩 ya Americans 
aωept this easy symptom---relief approach and end up dependent on pils.， 
rather than make the n民 essarychanges in their Iives to be healthy. Such 
changes include learning stress reduction t配 hniques，changing diets， and 
d巴cidingto exercise regularly. 
Just because a drug is legal and readily available does not mean itis 
harrnless. Alcohol and tobacco are illega~ but both are probably as harm釦lぉ
marijuana. The rationale determining the acceptability of a drug is often 
ilogical. Drugs favored by the dominant culture (such路a1coholin American 
釦 ciety)are generally accepted whereas those favored by a small culture rare 
usually outlawed. In many parts of North A企icaand Middle East， Marijuana is 
ilegal， a1though a1cohol is outlawed. The United States加posessevere 
penalties for the use of cocaine， but in certain areas of the Andes Mountains it 
is legal and widely used (Ashley， R.， 1975). 
A characteristic of habit-forming drugs is that they lead to 
dependence， as the user develops a recurring craving for them. This 
dependence may be physica~ psychologic~ or both. Physical dependence 
occurs when the body has adjusted to the presence of a命ugand then WiIl 
su低 rpain， d民omfort，or iln郎。hesymptoms of withdrawal)ぜtheuse of 
the命ugis discontinued. With psychological dependence the user feels 
psychological discomforts if use of the drugs is terminated. Users必釦
generally develop a tolerance for some合ugs，in which case they have to take 
increasing amounts over tirne to achieve a given level of effect. Tolerance 
partly de戸時 onthe type of drug， as釦 medrugs (such錨 aspirin)do not 
build tolerance. 
Drug addiction is somewhat dificu]t to define. In the broader sense， 
addiction refers to an intense craving for a particu]ar substance. Al1 of us have 
intense craving-suchぉ forice cream， strawbeπY short cake， potato chips， and 
chocolate. To distinguish drug addiction合omother intense cravings， some 
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authorities have erroneously define drug addiction as the psychologica1 
dependence that develops after heavy use of a particular drug. Most addicts， 
however， experience periods when they喰ick"their physical dependence， yet 
their psychological cra吋ngcontinues undirninished and they soon retum to 
using their drug of choice. It is therefore more useful to de血児drugaddiction 
as the泊tensecraving for a drug stemming from heavy use (Coleman， 
J.W.andCressy， D.R.， 1993， p.304). 
Numerous reasons account for why the addicts use and abuse drugs: 
wanting to fel good or get high， toescape reality， wanting relief from pain or 
anxiety， and wanting to relax or sleep. On a broader level， it should be noted 
that many segments of the society encourage and romanticize the use of drugs. 
Senator Frank Moss， for example， comments on the role played by 
advertisements and commercia1s: 
It is advertising which mounts the message that pills turn rain to s附 shine，
gloom joy， depression ωeuphoria， solve problems， and di.平均1doubt. Not just 
pills: cigarettes and cigar ads; soft drinks， coffee， tea， and beer ads-al 
portray the keyωhappiness as things swallow， inhale， chew， drinJc， and eat. 
(Barcus， Earle F. and Jankowski). 
METHODS 
百由paper民basedon data taken合omthe study conducted加RajshahiCity， 
Bangladesh. Fieldwork was carried out， and for making the sample 
representative a11 the addicts of the city (30 wards) had been covered using the 
method of purposive sampling. The sample population of the study was 145 
addicts who were regular drug users and psycho-physica1ly dependent on 
drugs. To conduct the survey a questionnaire was adr凶凶stereddirectly to 
addicts. Data were collected through face to face interviews. Observations 
were a1so used for data collection particularly establishing relationship with 
addicts to see drug practice and their life pattem. But p釘tia1participant 
observation was used with the permission and willing cooperation of the 
addicts at the places where they congregated to take drugs， or to purchase 
them. At the tirne of data collection巴mphasiswas given on observation 
。 。
method a加utthe reliability of the survey data. The information from 
questionnaire was supplemented by in-depth interviews with key informants. 
Apart企omthis， the case study method was used for getting in-depth 
information a加utthe addicts. 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF THE DRUG ABUSER 
Age， Sex and Marital Status or DnJg Addicts 
Age isan加portantfactor in the etiology of deviance， certa泊typeof 
組 tisocialactivities are more frequent at certain age than in others. Youthhood 
is a crucial period when usuaIly control is rel蹴 ed;he gains a considerable 
degree of autonomy. At this stage， the peer group emerges as an important 
釦 cializinginstitution. It gives opportunity for the sharing of knowledge， 
E却eriencein new activities and development of loyalties with one's peer 
group. It is observed合omthe knowledge of the study that peer group or same 
age group was a great contributory factor of the problem of drug ab凶 e.
Table-1 indicates that out of total (145) cases of伽 gaddiction， 
47.59% were within the age of25 to 29 years and ofthese cases 49.23% were 
males and 33.33% were females. It is evident that the majority of the addicts 
both sexes belonged to 25 to 34 years' age group. About 63.45% addicts 
within this age group were habituated to take drugs on the grounds of low 
income， poverty， and unemployment，合ustrationand far凶lycont1ict錨 weIl.
But a large number of addicts were found to be addicted by the influence of 
peer group pressure， and were in the group of working clぉs.
Of male addicts， 95.60% belonging to the age of20 to 44 years were 
married and only 3.40% were also married belonging to the age of 45 ye釘s
and above. Among female addicts 87. 50% were married belonging to the age 
of 20 to 34 ye釘sand 12.50% were剖釦 marriedwithin the age of 35 to 39 
years. Out of the total unmarried female addicts， 75.∞% were within the age 
of 20 to 24 years and 25.∞% were between 25組 d29 years. Itis observed 
that unmarried female addicts were found to be addicted due to personal 
企ustration.Only three divorced female addicts within the age of 25 to 34 years 
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Table-l:勾，e，Sex and Marital Status or Drug Addicts 
Se'l: and Male Female Grand 
marital status Total 
Age MIrr凶 凶前町制 Total h加凶 凶留置凶 副咽官姐 Total 
% % % % % % % % 
20-24 8 11 19 3 3 6 25 
9.ω 26.19 14.62 37.50 75.∞ 40.∞ 17.24 
お-29 40 24 64 2 1 2 5 69 
45.45 57.14 49.23 25.∞ 25.∞ 66.65 33.33 47.59 
30-34 15 5 20 2 1 3 23 
17.04 11却 15.38 25.∞ 33.33 20.∞ 15.86 
35-39 12 2 14 1 1 15 
13.64 4.77 10.77 12.50 6.67 10.34 
40-44 10 10 10 
11.36 7.69 6.卯
45+ 3 3 3 
3.40 2.31 2.07 
Tot剖 88 42 130 8 4 3 15 145 
Average 31.14 26.76 29.71 27.62 23.25 28.66 26.67 29.67 
were found to be addicted owing to emotional insecurity caused by husband's 
avoidance and f:創凶JysufIerings. The average of male addicts was 29.71 and 
that of female addicts was 26.67. But the averages of both married and 
unmarried male addicts were 31.14 and 26.76 respectively. 
Age， Sex and Religion or Drug Addicts. 
Age， sex and religion are important variables contributing to drug 
addiction in a given culture and society. It is a fact from the experience of 
social studies， males are much more prone to drug addiction rather th組 female
aISO susceptible inconsiderably to addiction. In addition， religion is a1so a 
factor， though not widespread， inducing drug addiction; because in some 
societies drug use is cuJturally acceptable and religious restriction are relatively 
low and loose. 
lt is obvious from the Table-2 that both Muslims and Hindus 
constituted a considerable number of addicts. Out of total addicts， 96.86% 
belonging to the age of20 to 44 years were Muslim(male) and only3.14% 
Muslim addicts (male) belonged to the age of 45 years and above. Among the 
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Table-2: Age， Sex and Religion of Drug Addicts 
ReIゆ佃 Muslim Hindu Grand 
&Sct Tota1 
Age Ma1e Female Total Ma1e Female Total 
% % % % % % % 
20-24 20 1 21 3 1 4 25 
17.34 8.33 16.53 20.∞ 33.33 22.22 17.24 
25-29 45 5 50 8 2 10 回
39.13 41.67 39.37 53.33 “.67 55.56 41.38 
30-34 30 4 34 3 3 37 
26.08 33.33 26.77 20.∞ 16.67 25.52 
35-39 10 2 12 1 1 13 
8.69 16.67 9.48 6.67 5.55 8.96 
40-44 6 6 6 
5.23 4.71 4.14 
45+ 4 4 4 
3.48 3.14 2.76 
Tota1 115 12 127 127 3 15 145 
A官四g障 29.69 29.問 29.88 29.88 25.33 27.27 29.46 
Muslim addicts， About 83.33 were fema1e within the age of 20 to 34. But， 
about 53.33% belonging to 25・29years of age group were Hindu ma1e addicts. 
Among the Hindu addicts， 66.679るwerefema1e within the age 25・29.1tis 
evident合omthe Table that the majority number of the addicts were the 
Muslim. Because the Hindus are fewer than the M凶 lim加 thestudy area. The 
averag回 ofMuslim ma1e and fema1e addict 29.69 and 29.90 respectively. And 
the averages of Hindu ma1e and fema1e addicts were 29.88 and 25.33 
resp民 tively.
Level of Education and Sex of Drug Addicts 
Educationa1 background of the drug abuser may be one of the 
important determinants that can influe即 ethe nature of antisocia1 acti吋ties.It 
is assumed in genera1 that the literate are sometimes less addicted than 
iliterates; though someone coming of high income and educated farnilies may 
have the habituation of drug taking. Educationa1 attainment makes a per回 n
conscious and ∞nsiderate as to life style that are compatible with the norms 
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and values of the society. In addition， an educated person may realize the fierce 
and 泊~uriouseffects of drug use on human body and mind as well as on society. 
Whereas iliterate persons are usually devoid of good sense of constructive and 
sound life. They are mostly unconscious and indifferent regarding their sound 
personal and sociallife. Itis usually observed in the society that a large number 
of iliterate persons are much more prone to drug abuse than others. 
Table-3 indicates that out of the total addicts 89.65% were male and 
10.35% were females. Among them 2S.52%male and 4.83% female were 
iliterate. Among the addicts， about 22.07% read up to cl悩 Vand17.∞% 
台omclass VI to X. About9.66% addicts were matriculates (SSC); 8.27% 
passed H.S.C， 4.83% were graduates and only 2.07% were post-graduates. It 
is evident企omthe Table that 2.76%were graduates among the female addicts; 
though only .69% read up to V and 2.07%台omVI to X. 
Table-3: Level or Education and Sex or Drog Addicts 
Sex Male 
Levdof抽闘削1 F % 
lIiterate 37 25.52 
ItoV 32 22.07 
VtoX 25 17.倒
S.S.C. 14 9.65 
RS.C" 12 8.27 
GraduatioD 7 4.83 
PostgraduatioD 3 2.07 
Total 130 89.65 
• S.S.Cme副首Seαmd町ySch∞ICerti自国le
•• H.S.C means Higher Second町yCertifi伺le.
Female 
F % 
7 4.83 
1 .69 
3 2.07 
4 2.76 
15 10.37 
Total 
F % 
44 30.34 
33 22.76 
28 19.31 
14 9.66 
12 8.28 
11 7.58 
3 2.07 
145 1∞.∞ 
It is ob吋ousthat a considerable number of addicts， both male and 
female had no education. Due to illiteracy and unconsciousness in life， the 
addicts of this category were found to be drug addict. 
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Family Size and Montbly Income oC DnJg Addicts 
Far凶lyincome， generally， can place a great influence on the lives of 
individuals and the society as well. An individual who has economic afl1uence 
may pose many aberrant activities that help lead to disruptive life. Itis usually 
observed in the加cietythat persons coming of high income or afl1uent far凶H凶
are mostly as回 ciatedwith pathological activities in which釦 cialnorrns and 
values are abrogated. Aga加， persons who are in tremendous economic 
hardship unable to support their farnilies and day to day necessities can easily 
be worried and feel企ustrated.In this regard， persons加 troublesmay be 
tended to take drugs釦 asto having mollification合om合ustration， mental 
infliction or turmoil. 
Furthermore， far凶lysize is also a contributory factor to make a 
far凶lysocio・economicallycongenial， organized or destructive， especially on 
the basis of amount of income. It Was expected that family size of the addicts 
and their monthly in∞me would be significant加 theetiology of drug habits 
that might generate implications on f:白川lylife along with psychophysical 
irnpairment of the addicts. 
Table-4: Family Size and Monthly Income oC DnJg Addicts 
Monthlyin∞me (in Taka) Total 
Fu凶y No Below 3∞1- 5∞1- 7∞1+ 
sizc Income 3α)() 5似M日 7似)() F 9も
% % % % % 
1-2 5 3 1 9 
3.45 2.07 0.69 6.21 
3-4 2 18 10 3 1 34 
1.38 12.41 6.拘 2.σ7 0.69 23.45 
5-6 3 29 19 6 5 62 
2.07 20.∞ 13.10 4.14 3.45 42.75 
7-8 18 7 4 29 
12.41 4.83 2.76 20.∞ 
9+ 4 5 2 11 
2.76 3.45 1.38 7.59 
Total 5 70 43 19 8 145 
3.45 48.27 29.65 13.11 5.52 1∞. 
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With respect to family sIZe and monthly income of addicts， it is cIear 
企omthe Table-4 that 42.759もfamilieshad 5 to 6 members and only 7.59% 
families had 9 members and above. About 6.21 % had 1 to2 members， 23.45% 
had 3 to 4 members per family. But， ofthe m司orityfi叩曲ies(42.75%) having 5 
to 6 members， 17.24% had monthly income of Tk. 3∞1 to 7∞o and 2.07% 
had no income; 20% had below TK. 3α札 andonly 3.45% farnilies had 
monthly from Tk.7∞1 and a加ve.It is aISO cIear that about 48.27% farnilies 
having 1 to 8 members had the income below Tk.3α)(). Because farnilies of 
this income group were found to be poor， and even a number of this group 
were partial employed or unable to earn adequately. About 3.45% families 
having 3 to 6 members had no monthly income. The addicts of these families 
were observed to manage fund for drugs 企omselling landed property， other 
valuable re釦 urces，or from unfair means such as stealing， smuggling and釦
on. 
About 29.65%families had monthly in∞me of Tk. 3∞1 to 5α)(); 
only 5.52% farnilies had monthly income from Tk.71∞1 and above. But， itis 
e吋dent企omthe Table that the m司orityof the families had monthly income 
below Tk.30∞. 
OccupatioD or the Addicls and their Monthly Income 
“Occupation is that specific acti吋ywith a market value which an 
individual continually pursues for the purpose of obtaining a steady flow of 
income; this activity also determines the釦cialposition of the individual" 
(Taylor， 1968， p.8). Occupation is aISO a cont巾 utoryfactor in the etiology of 
antisocial actI吋ties.But， unemplo戸nentis regarded as one of the causes of 
de吋antacts.“An idle brain is de叫I'sworkshop" is an old proverb that 
recognizes the bad efIects of unemplo戸田nton human nature. Occupational 
factor sometimes moulds human habits and character. Again， income is aISO an 
加portantfactor that causes some釦 rtof de'吋antacts like drug taking， 
a1coholism， stealing， and so forth. It wぉ expectedthat occupational pattern of 
addicts and their income合omoccupation would be significant in the 
development of drug abuse or drug habit. 
In the study， itwas sought to know 0∞upational pattern and 
monthly income of addicts; because a considerable number of addicts were 
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involved in drug use that necessitated substantial money. From queries 
regarding their 0ωupation and income， it is ob吋ousin the Table-5 that about 
33.10% addicts were without specific 0ωupation. The predom泊ant
occupations of the addicts were business， service，命iving，beggary， day labor， 
rickshawpulling and釦 on.It is transparently noticeable that out of totaI 
addicts 27.59% had no income; 44.82% had below τ1<:.3α氾;18.62% had 
monthly income of Tk. 3∞1 to 5αぬ But，the income of the majority addicts 
(44.82%) were below Tk. 3卿 .B回ause，most of them were found not to be 
well employed or with specific job; rather they were found to be involved in 
t10ating heterogeneous occupation. 
Table・5:Occupation of tbe Addict and tbeir Montbly Income 
MonthlyIn∞me (faka) TotaJ 
No Below 3∞1- 5∞1- 7∞1-
α期収蜘 h倒百e 3α)() 5α)() 7α)() F % 
% % % % % 
No fixed 20 23 5 48 
otcupation 13.79 15.86 3.45 33.10 
Bus泊目S 15 10 6 4 35 
10.34 6.90 4.14 2.76 24.14 
Service 4 2 2 8 
2.76 1.38 1.38 5.52 
Richsha- 12 4 16 
wpuling; 8.27 2.76 11.03 
Shldent 13 13 
8.97 8.97 
Skilled in 2 2 1 5 
Trade 1.38 1.38 0.69 3.45 
Day 3 2 5 
Labor 2.07 1.38 3.45 
Driving 2 2 4 
1.38 1.38 2.76 
Begging 2 2 
1.38 1.38 
House 7 2 9 
Wifery 4.83 1.38 6.21 
Total 40 65 27 9 4 145 
27.59 44.82 18.62 6.21 2.76 1∞. 
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Virtually， the percentage of the addicts ha吋ngno fixed. 0ωupation 
was much higher than that of other occupations. Of the total addicts， 24.14% 
addicts were engaged in business. Among them， only 2.76% had monthly 
income企omTk.7001 and above. Itis observed that the percentage of addicts 
engaged in business was ∞mparatively high than other 0∞upations.官由 is
because， businesspersons were supposed to earn substantia1 income and take 
drugs excessively. 
Of the addicts， 8.799もwerestudents without having the sources of 
their own in∞me. Most of them were found to manage money for purchasing 
drugs仕omtheir guardians or 合omunfair means. It is a1回 markedlyobserved 
that 4.839もaddictsbelonging to house wifery had no income. They were 
supposed to manage funds for drugs企omdrug tra箇cking.It is a1so noticeable 
that only 1.38 % addicts belonging to beggary had monthly income below Tk. 
3000. They were found to collect money 企omother people as aid. 
Daily Expenditure for Drugs and Sources of Money 
Generally， addicts have to manage required money to buy drugs they consume. 
As drugs are essentia1 to addicts to that extent needed for producing euphoria， 
they compel to manage drugs by using diversified ways and sources of 
procuring money. But， sources of getting funds for drugs vary企omone addict 
to another. Although， there is a common belief that addicts mostly come 合om
affluent or well-to-do families. But the data on monthly income of addicts has 
failed to support that beliefσable No. 4). 
It was expωted that addicts would be able to manage their expenses 
for purchasing high priced addictive drugs. As regards the sources of having 
funds to pay for drugs and the amount of expenditure， itis evident企omthe 
Table-6 that out of tota1 addicts 49.65% managed to collect expenses for 
drugs 企omtheir own sources of income such as services， business， 
rickshawpulling， skilled in trade and so on. The source of about 16.∞% 
addicts for purchasing drugs was far凶lyincome; and the source of 7.00% 
addicts was friends who provided funds for buying drugs especially at the time 
of drug taking or on occasional basis. 
It is pertinent to note that a significant percent (27.59%) of addicts 
had no specific fair sources of income. They were found to earn their essentia1 
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money for purchasing drugs by using釦 mesort of unfair meanses like petty 
property theft， smuggling， cheating， hijacking，加dilicit trade in drug as well. 
Table-6: Daily Expenditure for Drugs and Soun:es of Money 
Expenditureσ血} Tota1 
Sour儲 阪蜘J) 31-60 61・90 91・120 121.150 151・1~ 181+ F % 
% % % % % % % 
own 15 24 14 8 6 4 1 72 
InαlITIe 10.34 16.55 9.65 5.52 4.14 2.76 0.69 49.65 
Fami1y 5 10 6 2 23 
In∞me 3.45 6.90 4.14 138 15.86 
Friends 2 3 4 7 10 
1.38 2.07 2.76 4.83 6.伺
Unfair 3 8 10 6 5 3 5 40 
Me副首 2.07 5.52 6.90 4.14 3.45 4.14 3.45 27.59 
Tota1 25 45 34 17 11 7 6 145 
17.24 31.04 23.45 11.72 7.59 4.83 4.14 1∞m 
It is aISO apparent that the majority of the addicts (49.65%) having 
own釦 urcesof income paid for drugs企omTk. 31 to 181 and above. Most of 
them were found to belong to difIerent occupations such as business， services， 
rickshawpulling， day labor and so forth. About 9% addicts paid for drugs 
Tk.151 to 180 and above. They were mostly found to earn money企'Om
business or企omsmuggling and ilicit drug tra血cking.It is aISO obvious that 
about 17.24% addicts paid for drugs below Tk. 30. They were mostly found to 
have 釦nds for drugs 合om their low income occupations such as 
rickshawpulling， day la加r，begging， driving and aISO 企omunfair means. 
Type of Drugs used and Amount of Daily Expenditure 
By and large， there are various types of addicts who use difIerent 
addictive drugs. But， very recently the pattern of drug use has been changed to 
a greater extent on accounts of discovering a highly addictive and life 
m凶lilating合ug-heroin. It is very dangerous to cause greatly darnage on 
human body function. Apart from the ugliest drug-heroin， other回 ftand over 
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the counter drugs also are bringing about more and more detrimental加pacts
on human body and mind or on the societies as well. 
As far the magnitude of drug use is，泊 tum，increasing， and at the 
same time the extent of expenses for drugs is also rising. In fact， the use of 
drugs is expanding泊 greaterparts of the country. Having grasped in the 
complex net of addiction， addicts are being compelled to take drugs especially 
on the grounds of psychophysical dependence in spite of rising price of highly 
addictive drugs that contain severe mood altering properties. As a result， most 
of addicts are being fallen in an awkward situation along with physical 
impairment and sufferings. 
Table・7:Type of Drogs used and Amount of Daily Expenditure 
Type of Orugs Total 
b四曲.. Ha司1 E包命説z Abi叫 Tari R田均i h愉圃 M副院 F % 
% % % % % % % 
Below 10 8 2 6 2 9 1 38 
30 6.90 6.90 138 4.14 138 6.21 O.ω 26.21 
31-ω 15 9 6 5 4 5 46 
10.34 6.21 4.14 3.45 2.76 3.45 31η 
61・90 9 2 6 3 4 2 24 
6.21 138 4.14 zσ7 2.76 138 1655 
91-120 10 3 3 1 17 
6.90 2:σ7 2.07 O.ω 1.72 
121-150 8 2 10 
4.14 138 6.90 
151-180 4 2 6 
2.76 138 4.14 
181+ 4 4 
2.76 2.76 
Total ω 19 21 14 13 9 9 145 
4138 13.10 14.48 9.66 9.∞ 6.21 6.21 1∞.0 
• Many 01 tM addicts consruned multiple drugs. 
明治hreference to drugs used and the amount of daily pay for drugs， 
it is obvious from the Table-7 that out of the total addicts 41.38% used the 
ugliest and highlY damaging drug-heroin. Among other drugs used by the 
addicts， 13.10% used hashish/ g叫a，14.48% alcohol， 9.∞% phensidy~ 6.21 % 
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barbiturates and only 6.21 % used pethidine. lt is apparent that 26.21 % addicts 
paying below Tk.30ω凶 differenttypes of drugs such as heroin， hashish 
(mariju組 a)，barbiturates， a1cohol and so on. Most of the addicts paying below 
τ'k.30 were found to be 企om Iow-income 0ωupations 儲 P民 ialy
rickshawpulling， driving， begging and also skilled in trade. It is obvio凶金om
the Table that the largest number of addicts using various types of drugs paid 
企omTk. 30 to 90. Most of them collected money for drugs企omthe 
oωupatぬnslike business， services， and aISO金omfar凶ly釦 urces.But， out of 
41.38% heroin addicts， about 16.56 %凶泊g 悩~gh priced heroin paid from 
either Tk. 91 to 181 and above， and they were mostly supposed to earn funds 
for drugs合omeither business or unfair means like smuggling and black-
market泊g.lt is c1ear that signific釦 tper'∞nt (41.38%) of total addicts used 
heroin and the rest 58.62% used hashish， aIcohol and other soft or 
psychoactive drugs. But some of the heroin addicts were found to take釦a
and over-the counter drugs when heroin was sc紅白 inthe regular supply of 
drugs demanded. 
Involvement oC Drug Addicts in the Criminal Activities 
Drug abuse causes diverse problerns b民 auseof its possible戸ycho・
physical effects on human加dyand mind凶p回ialyon mental faculties and 
personality. There is a general belief that合唱凶eh話回medirect nexus 
with crimes and antisocial activities as well. Virtually drugs are that substances， 
which contain psychoactive or mind a1tering properti回 andcause certain typω 
of diseases aIong with severe per釦 naIitydamage. lt lowers sensiti吋ty，
c血ciencyand caution in a per釦 nand impairs physicaL n首:>raland mental 
health (Siddique， 1983， p.402). 
of ∞町民合ugspoぉesstremendous potentiaIities. It may give rise 
directly or in曲目tlyto various crimω. Per釦 nswho are abused and affected 
by drugs may disdain theirωcial and far凶lyobligations. Moreover， 
∞nsumption of drugs may lead to白lanCialproblerns generating a good 
number of far凶lysufferings加poorfamilies and on the other， induce the users 
to commit pathological or criminal activities in the society. 
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Table・8:Involvement of Drug Addicts in the Criminal Activities 
lnvolvement in the criminal activity 
Addicts 
Frequency Percentage 
No Involvement 32 22.07 
Stealing 41 28.27 
Smu邸Jing&Black marketing 50 34.48 
Coercive Subsαiption Colection 6 4.14 
Cheating 5 3.45 
Murderl Kiling 2 1.38 
Prostitution going 9 6.21 
Total 145 1∞.∞ 
As regards the involvement of addicts in crimes that place 
implications on persona1， socia1 and far凶Jylife. Itis c1ear企omthe Table-8 that 
of the total addicts 28.27% were involved in stea1ing. Especially， a larger 
number of addicts spend泊ggreater amount of money for drugs were found to 
engage in stea1ing due to faiJure of earning avaiJable funds 企omtheir own 
sources. Itis. surprising to note that good many of addicts (34.48%) were 
found to involve in smuggling and blackmarketing. Particu¥ar¥y， addicts who 
were ofboth opulent and poor families were involved in such activities because 
of easy and bu¥k earning of money for drugs. Itis ob吋ousthat the percentage 
of addicts involving in smuggling and black-marketing were much higher th叩
those involved in another crirnina1 activities. Dnly 1.38 % addicts were 
involved in committing murder and 4.14% involved coercive subscription 
collecting. A very small percent (3.45%) of addicts were invo¥ved in cheating. 
But an insignificant percent (6.21%) were found to involve in prostitution. 
They were involved in such highly condernned act because of their personality 
damage and ¥oose character. 
It is c1early observed that the highest number of addicts was oriented 
to ear凶ngmoney to afford the addictive drugs. That's why， the ¥argest number 
of addicts were found to engage in diversified vicious activities highly censured 
by the members of the farnily and also of the society. It is a1so observed that 
the larger m司jorityof addicts (34.48%) of the total addicts were found to 
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involve in smuggling and blackmarketing. It is also found that 22.∞% addicts 
were not involved in any crimina1 acts; they were found to manage funds for 
drugs企omtheir own fair sources of income. 
Smoking Habit of Drug Addicts before using Drugs 
Today， smoking is enjoying a huge popular acceptance throughout 
the world including Bangladesh. In particular， itis widespread al over 
Bangladesh among different strata of people， cutting across the lines of c1ass 
and socio-economic background. Actually， tobacco has its habit-forming 
properties that help develop psychologica1 dependence. Psychologica1 
dependence designated as habituation is a condition that arises when 
individua1s who receive satisfaction from the initia1 use of a drug or smoking 
and continue to take it for the feeling of well being it produces. When taken 
repeatedly叩 dhabitually，叩yaddictive substance like tobacco may encourage 
the users to rely on it and cause psychological discomfort when withdrawn 
(Place， 1984). 
In present society， many pωple start smoking even though their 
parents and relatives do not; smoking，泊 manycases， becomes the teenager's 
gesture of independence合omparents and family. But， peer infIuence is 
extremely important in the development of smoking habit during the teenage 
加 dyout凶ood.Young people often try th自 firstsmoking (cigarette) at the 
urging of 合ien也， and they may continue to smoke if it is an accepted and 
admired habit within their socia1 group. In the society， there are various types 
of smokers such as the pleasure smoker， the negative-effect smoker， the 
habitua1 smoker and the heavy smoker. Pleasure smokers love their cigarettes 
and are not yet habituated to凶cotine.百leyenjoy its taste; experi巴nceeither 
relaxation or stimulation 貨omsmoking. Pleasure smokers have litle trouble to 
give up cigarette， since they have not yet developed a physical or psychologica1 
dependence on nicotine. Negative effect smokers begin to become habituated 
to nicotine and use cigarettes as crutch; they reach for a cigarette in times of 
crisis. The nicotine in tobacco smoke produces a sedative effect that relieves 
negative feelings of nervousness， worry， anger or disgust. Habitual smokers 
may consider smoking to be sophisticated practice， but now， without realizing 
it. they have established a nicotine habit. But heavy smokers become strongly 
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habituated to nicotine. In fact， they are the“ch泊n smoker~" living for 
cigarettes. Heavy smokers fel acutely uncornfortable unless they maintain a 
certain level of nicotine in their systems at al tirnes. They are strong1y 
habituated to凶∞t加e(Place， 1984 P. 323). 
However， there are no direct relationship between tobacco smoking 
and addiction to hard drugs; it helps develop a psychologically addictive habit. 
But， itis a1so a fact that there is no major per釦 nalitycharacteristic 
differentiation between smokers and non-smokers. But persons who smoke 
have the possibility to mould more and more addicting habit or habituation on 
an addictive drug. 
Table・9:Smoking Habit of Drug Addicts before getting Addict 
Habit Addicts 
Frequency Perωntage 
Smoker 114 78.62 
No目.smoker 31 21.38 
Total 145 1∞. 
With respect to smoking habit that contributed to develop 
intoxicating habit， it is observed from the Table that out of the total addicts 
78.62% were smokers before turning drug addict. This percentage of addicts is 
much higher than those not habituated to tobacco smoking. Of the total addicts 
21.38% were non-smokers. It函 obviousthat this percent (21.38%) of non-
smokers is much lower as compared with that of smokers. 
Penonnance of Religious Institutions of Drug Addicts 
Religion is， no doubt， a controlling force of human behavior. 
Virtually religion is attitude towards Super Human Power with which fear， and 
punishrnent given by Almighty is concerned. Religion has a spiritual ωwell as 
social dimension that int1uence on individual's behavior， especially泊 the
confinement of moral and social sanctions (Rahman，1982). Although 
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religious restriction are practiced almost in every society， insome societies， 
restrictions are， tosome extent， relaxed mainly due to the modernization of out 
look and elevation of new culture and釦 cieties.In addition， by the influence of 
modern society and civilization， lack of religious feeling and devotion to 
religious institutions among indi吋dualsare growing at a high speed that 
encourage a person in doing any sociaIly unbecoming and unrecognized. 
activities. But someμople in the釦 cietywho belong to strong religious beliefs 
姐 dspirituaI knowledge aIways try to hold aIoof from any type of mischievous 
activities. Particularly， they are tended to do so predominantly on the cause of 
having escape 企omthe humiliation of social prestige and the punishment of 
Super Human Power after the world. 
Table-10: The Practice of Religious Institutions of Drug Addicts 
Practice Addicts 
FrequeDcy PerceDtage 
Regular 5 3.45 
Iregular 62 42.76 
Never 78 53.79 
Total 145 1∞. 
It is ob吋ouslytrue that a number of people in the society do well-
being of other p∞ple and possess a good character in sociaI conduct. To the 
∞ntrary， some among social people are found to involve in various types of 
antISOciaI activities causing diversified familyぉ wellas sociaI problems. 
However， religious feeling does not directly control drug taking like other 
abeπant acti吋ties，as though this feeling encourages a person to absta加 from
vicious acts. Nevertheless， certain contnbutory factors such as frustration， 
sociaI tensions， economic hardship， aimlessness and helplessness in町e，may 
induce an individuaI directly or indirectly to have bad habit like drug use. 
With regard to the performance of religious institutions of addicts 
that may exert the influence on controlling and reducing drug habit， itis 
observed from the Table-10 that out of the total addicts， 53.79% never 
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practiced any religious institutions or duties. Most of them were found to 
inv01ve seriously in the domain of drug 5Ociety. Their predominant thrust was 
seemed to collect drugs and ∞nsume it加orderto have euphoric pleasure. Of 
the totaJ addicts， 42.769るpracticedreligious institutions or duties討e思Jlarly.
They were mostly found to do so because of light religious feeling. A few 
numbers of them were appeared to practice religious institutions as 50ciaJ 
conventions but not religious bindings. 
It is disheartening to note that of the total addicts， onIy 3.45% were 
found in regular practice of religious duties. They were found to do 50 owing 
to firm religious feeling and were appeared to use釦 ftand less addicting世ugs.
It is noticeable合omthe Table that the larger majority of the addicts were 
habituated to use drugs particularly due to lack of religious feeling and 
negligence to the practices of religious institutions or duties. 
CONCLUSION 
In concJusion， itmay be mentioned that this paper represents the 
5Ocio-economic background of the addict in Rajshahi City， Bangladesh aJong 
with certain irnplications of drug use on the Iives of addicts and the 50ciety as 
well. Having been addicted， a good number of addicts are experiencing a 
multiplicity of detrimentaJ effects on their per50nal and 5Ociallife. In particular， 
a large number of addicts are experiencing econornic hardship， farnily problems， 
and psychophysical impairments. It is disheartening to note that a large number 
of energetic and promising youth have been victim of drug abuse. Drug abuse 
as a global， sociaJ problem needs its proper treatment and remedy. In view of 
this 50cial problem， effective remedial measures are essentiaJ in order that this 
problem can be taken into the narrowest confines or reduced 50 far as possible. 
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